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Using the Riemannian geometric approach to the Hamiltonian dynamics， we have studied the 
chaos in the Wu-Yang monopole solution of the SU(2) Yang-Mills field equation. It is shown 
that the features of chaos can be characterized by such geometric quantities錨 theaverage and 
the fluctuation of the Ricci curvature of the mechanical manifold. 
1 Riemannian Geometric Approach to the SU(2) YM equation 
Basic idea of this approach starts with a picture that the instability of the trajectories of a dy-
namical system can be viewed as the instability of geodesics on a Riemannian manifold endowed 
with a suitable metric [1，2]. The instability of the geodesic is characterized by the Jacobi field J 
which measures the spread between nearby geodesics. The evolution for the norm of七heJacobi 
field is described by a stochastic oscillator equation 
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Here ko is the mean of the Ricci curvature KR per degree of freedom， i.e.， (KR)/(N -1)， and 
A=(σい山手)3+σ什互 (3) 
イisits variance. The Ricci curvature is given by KR =ムVfor the Eisenhard metric. 
The SU(2) YM equation we consider is 
(δ1;-a;)仰)= 与ふゆ(令γh引刊，t)の仰)， (4) 





The discretized Hamiltonian of (4) is given by 
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1，2，.. ，N， and the function仇standsfor the gauge五eldゆ(ri，t). The time average of the Ricci 
(7) 
curvature is then calculated by 
州=附=jit+TKRdt=会[2+会主fヨ
Results 
For the Wu-Yang monopole solutionゆ(γ)= 0， we have calculated ko，σk， and入asa function 
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Fig.1 shows the dependence of入onε. This feature seems to be consistent with the result 
obtained by the conventional approach [3]. Fig.2 shows the dependence of the ratio σk/ko on 
ε， which suggests that the weakly chaotic regime corresponds to small curvature fluctuation 
regime (ε → 0) while the strongly chaotic regime to large fluctuation regime (ε>>0). That is， 
the degree of chaoticity is characterized by σk/ko・
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